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According to Sports Illustrated, 78% of
NFL players file for bankruptcy, or experi-

environment and it’s easy for an athlete to
lose sight of their monetary limitations.

ence financial distress as soon as two years

Under our approach, the athlete’s finan-

into retirement. MLB players file for bank-

cial team will help guide the player to

ruptcy at four times the national average.

make sound financial decisions that are
consistent with their current economic

QUESTION: One may wonder how,

and long-term retirement goals. The

given their newsworthy bonuses and

average MLB career is 5.6 years and the

soaring salaries, a player could experi-

NFL average is 3.2 years. This highlights

ence financial distress. What happens

the fact that athletes earn 70% to 90%

economically between their signing day

of their entire life income before they are

and their last day of professional play?

35. This also reinforces the importance of

The answer: Not enough to protect

coaching athletes to invest their money

them. With professional athletes, a lack

with the expectation that they are going to

of financial education, expertise, guid-

have 40 or more years in retirement.

ance, financial literacy and absence of a

The implementation of sound financial

solid financial plan are ingredients that

guidance is paramount in professional
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can lead to catastrophic economic hard-

sports. As a member of the athlete’s financial
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ship at a relatively young age.

team, we will encourage an allocation that
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SOLUTION: An athlete is expected to
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perform consistently at their peak phys-

This piece isn’t designed to deter one
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ical condition. It’s rightfully not expected

from enjoying the finer things in life. It

ON. It seems like an endless flow of luxuries

that they also have financial expertise.

does, however, stress the importance

compete for every dollar of our household’s

This is where having a trusted financial

of prioritizing long-term goals, whether

discretionary income.

manager, advisor or better yet, a team that

you’re a professional athlete or a main-

In the manifesto below, we highlight the

can help protect, preserve and maximize

stream

many challenges that professional athletes

key economic interests in a conflict-free

hyper-competitive

face financially. But, we also recognize the

relationship is essential.
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issues are not isolated to athletes and that
It is a player’s skill, discipline and abil-

stories and the similarly competitive work

ity that can lead to substantial earnings;

environments in which we live.

it is their advisory team’s skill, disci-
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environment.
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Plan and financial future are equally

there are insights to be gained from their
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and preserves their future wealth.

depending on it.

pline, ability and fiduciary obligation to
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secure financial future.

nationwide with wealth management

The financial advisor should work with

and retirement planning advice. Backed

SCENARIO: When people think of

the athlete, the agent and the attorney to

by over two decades of industry expe-

professional athletes and their economic

protect against unnecessary financial risk

rience, Jeff leads an investment team

futures, they usually envision enviable

and help construct an investment port-

committed to designing investment

salaries and earnings that support lavish

folio that strives for financial safety and

portfolios that adhere to the premise,

lifestyles. However, the reality is often

accumulation of wealth to support them

“Discipline Makes the Difference.” Learn

a very different scenario. Sometimes, it

throughout their retirement.

more at RunyanCapital.com.

can be one of financial distress, or worse,

When an athlete signs a contract yield-
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bankruptcy. An overwhelming body of

ing substantial compensation, there are
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evidence suggests agents, managers,

obvious temptations, including requests

advisors and accountants should recog-

from friends and family, which may ulti-

nize the challenges professional athletes

mately conflict with the best outcomes

encounter that could possibly undermine

for their economic futures. Add the pres-

their financial well-being.

sures of a hyper-competitive locker room
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